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The BurneT Media Young Visual designer CoVer 
CoMpeTiTion 2011

 14 July 2011

CoMpeTiTion ouTline
To design the cover for Out to Lunch…Ungagged by David Bullard, a non-fiction title to be published by Burnet Media for 
Christmas 2011. The book will be distributed in South Africa through Jacana Media, and will be widely available in major 
bookstores and online. 

prize
The winner will receive r8,000 prize money, acknowledgment within the book and a winner’s certificate. The winning 
design will appear on the cover of the book and on the Burnet Media website. Along with the best runner-up designs, 
it will be featured at the book’s launch and on book.co.za, the premier website covering the SA book industry. (Other 
feature stories are still to be finalised.)

CoMpeTiTion deTails and speCifiCaTions
Cover designs to be submitted in Adobe InDesign CS-CS5, with all links and fonts used. Page size: 210mm (height) x 148mm 
(width). Submission date: 12 september 2011. Submissions (and queries) should be emailed to info@twodogs.co.za. NB: 
any images or illustrations that will incur copyright costs on publication need to be clearly marked with the submission of 
the design, including all copyright details. 

rules
The competition is reserved for South African residents born on or after 12 september 1981. 

There is a limit of 3 entries per designer. It is recommended that designers submit draft covers (and any questions) on 
or before 29 August 2011 for feedback, and that they include a short explanation of their design/s for both draft and final 
submissions. 

Though copyright of the original winning design will remain with the designer, the design itself will become the property 
of Burnet Media and may be adapted by Burnet Media for the final cover; the winner will be consulted in this process, 
though Burnet Media reserves the right to be the sole judge of all decisions. 

Burnet Media also reserves the right to not award the prize should the standards be deemed to be of insufficient quality. 

aBouT BurneT Media
Burnet Media is an independent publishing house based in Cape Town. We produce two imprints – Two Dogs books, 
which was established in 2006, and Mercury books, a new imprint that will release its first title in August 2011 – as well as 
customised publishing projects. We pride ourselves on fostering close and interactive relationships with our authors to 
produce interesting and innovative South African titles. 

The company’s inaugural cover competition for young designers was introduced last year for the book Zuma’s Bastard 
(see below) and was won by Saaleha Idrees Bamjee.  

Other noteworthy Burnet Media titles include 50 People Who Stuffed Up South Africa, The Racist’s Guide To The People Of 
South Africa, Some Of My Best Friends Are White, Is It Coz I’m Black?, the Is It Just Me Or Is Everything Kak? series and Should 
I Stay Or Should I Go?. 

Burnet Media books are sold and marketed through Jacana (www.jacana.co.za), and distributed through On The Dot 
(www.onthedot.co.za).
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Brief
Design the front cover for Out To Lunch…Ungagged by David Bullard, a collection of the author’s writing since his much 
publicised dismissal from the Sunday Times in 2008. 

This title will be the fourth collection of Bullard’s writing; his previous book, Screw It! Let’s Do Lunch was one of the 
top selling South African titles of 2007. Articles to be included in Out To Lunch…Ungagged will be the best of the “Out To 
Lunch” column since then, having appeared in various online publications, including Joburg.co.za, Moneyweb, Richmark 
Sentinel and NewsTime. 

David Bullard is a seasoned columnist, with “Out To Lunch” first appearing in 1994 and quickly gaining fame (and 
notoriety) as the most widely read column in South Africa. His subject matter is topical and varied, incorporating politics, 
social commentary, financial commentary and current events. His writing is irreverent, witty, insightful, satirical, thought-
provoking and intentionally controversial. For a typical sample, see the attached extract. More articles are available online 
at www.newstime.co.za/columnist/DavidBullard/9. 

Bullard has gained widespread media coverage for several high-profile incidents, including being sued by Jacob Zuma 
for R6-million, being shot in his house by intruders in 2007, the publication of a “racist” column which led to his sacking 
from the Sunday Times, his regular public disagreements with South African politicians, media personalities and other 
columnists, and his ongoing unfair-dismissal case with the Sunday Times. 

The cover for Out To Lunch…Ungagged should reflect who he is, where he’s coming from, and the irreverence of his 
opinion. At the same time, it should retain an element of sophistication and gravitas. It should be directed at politically 
savvy South African men and women of all ages and races.

Included on the following page is the mandatory copy that must appear on the cover. Below that are key phrases, words, 
images and colours that the author and publisher feels will reflect the feel of the book – entrants are not obliged to use 
them; they are merely a guide. Also included is a selection of covers of titles currently available that can also be used as 
guidance, including several Burnet Media titles and the previous Out To Lunch compilation. 

There are no absolute design rules: entrants are free to interpret the cover as they see fit, though it is recommended 
that they follow at least some of the suggestions below.

 

Mandatory copy
Title:  Out To Lunch…Ungagged!      
Subtitle: The Best Of Bullard Since THAT Column 
Author name: David Bullard

possible cover taglines or straps
• Not for sale to lefty liberals!
• Warning: Not suitable for lefties!
• The column the Sunday Times banned

Key words and phrases
• politics • culture • South Africa/n • race relations • racial clichés • freedom of speech • irreverent • amusing but 
insightful • entertaining • meaningful • thought-provoking • controversial • 

possible images
• newspaper • images/caricatures/cartoons of the author • a freedom-of-speech gag being cut 
• eating (out to lunch) • computer/typewriter/writing/blogging • the race card
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some potentially inspirational covers 
The first five are Burnet Media titles; the second is the winner of Burnet Media’s 2010 cover competition.
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photos of the author
The photos below can be used as visuals for caricatures. David Bullard is renowned for his cigar smoking and whisky 
drinking.
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saMple ColuMn

Why cars owned by blacks depreciate faster than those owned by whites…..the unpalatable truth by David Bullard

Years ago a brilliant English (naturally) journalist called Alan Coren brought out a book in time for the Christmas rush 
called “Golfing for Cats”. 

“Golfing for Cats” carried a large Nazi swastika on the cover and the reason was explained by Alan Coren thus; in his 
wide ranging research he had discovered that the best selling books at airports and railway stations were about golf, 
cats or the Third Reich so he combined all three in the sure knowledge that he would have a best seller on his hands. You 
only discovered that the book was not about golf, cats or Nazis when you were on the 17h50 to Chelmsford by which 
time it was too late.

I mention this because those of us who write columns for Moneyweb find ourselves in a similar situation. Last week’s 
best read list revealed that David Carte had hit the sweet spot with his car depreciation story as did Michael Waddacor 
with his “Out whitey, Out” which pressed all the right racial buttons among our growing band of readers.  

Hence this week’s title, which has nothing (or not much) to do with the topic but will tempt impecunious intellectuals 
like Xolela Mangcu to sift through the column looking for something to report to the authorities. Poor Xolela spends a 
lot of time at the Seattle Coffee shop in Hyde Park, a place that has become a transit lounge for the downwardly mobile 
of the journalistic world. Medical opinion suggests it’s difficult to cultivate a sense of humour if you deprive yourself of 
vitamin D by hanging around coffee shops in shopping centres all day. 

The reason you can’t go wrong writing or talking about racism in this country is that there are always a small bunch 
of whack jobs who want to keep the topic alive. In my experience most South Africans couldn’t give a damn about 
race. They just want to wake up richer tomorrow morning. The black South Africans that I meet every day have a highly 
developed sense of irony and are quite capable of making jokes at their expense and laughing at them. The same goes 
for other race groups. Life is too short to be taken seriously and if you can’t laugh at yourself and appreciate how 
ridiculous you may appear to other people then you are a pretty sad specimen. I have a friend who assures me that 
people are laughing behind my back because of my ongoing legal battle with the Sunday Times. That would suggest 
that they are smiling to my face. How awkward for them. I would much prefer that they laugh to my face because then I 
would know that I am bringing some jollity to their otherwise empty lives.

There will always be people who, when offered a stick, persist in grabbing the wrong end. There will always be those who 
crawl out of bed in the morning hoping to upset someone or find something to complain about. There will always be those 
who rejoice in the misfortunes of others. They do this because of their own woeful inadequacies. There will always be those 
for whom a daily dose of spite has become an addictive drug. This is the natural order of things and such people can be 
found anywhere in the world. They are grist to the writing mill. Without them I would have to write a column about trout 
fishing. Knowing that there are fragile egos out there to be cracked and shoulders to be chipped away at is what keeps 
me interested in being offensive. The fact that many who comment negatively are halitosis cursed, bedwetting, impotent, 
scrofulous, leftie, malodorous platinum card members of life’s Loser’s Lounge who will never amount to anything much is 
of no great concern to those of us who lay our shimmering prose before you every week. 

The job of a columnist, in my lowly opinion, is to chuck a metaphorical lighted firecracker into a crowded cinema 
and then retire to a safe distance to see what happens. Writing about the dearth of great black inventors or the fact 
that most condoms are too large for Asian penises is a guarantee that your mail box will be full. I’m so used to being 
called a “racist” now that I have actually put it on my CV and brag about the fact that I am an “unreconstructed racist” 
at corporate events. Since it’s such a discredited accusation it has become, paradoxically, a positive selling factor. Be 
honest, would you rather spend 30 minutes listening to some wimpish PC speaker eager not to offend or would you 
rather listen to someone who is likely to get people to think for themselves by deliberately being offensive? Why do 
you think Jeremy Clarkson is so well known? Can anyone name (without checking) the bloke who reviews cars for the 
Guardian? No…I thought not. Offensive works….trust me on this one. Over to you…


